
I N C I D E N T  R E P O R T:

esINSIDER ceases insider threat within
days of deployment

For the financial organization in this incident report, implementation of 
a solution that specifically focuses on an elusive insider threat scenario 
became a strategic focus after a peer organization, with a similar security 
posture, became victim to a malicious insider. The incident ultimately 
resulted in substantial direct and indirect costs that affected current and 
future quarterly earnings. Due to the nature of the financial industry the 
incident required disclosure to authorities, triggering an investigation that 
resulted in substantial fines, cleanup costs and irreparable reputational 
brand damage.

Knowledge sharing between the peer organization and the CISO of the 
organization featured in this incident report revealed the details as to 
how the attack was able to evade existing controls. Concerned about 
their susceptibility to a similar attack scenario, an external organization 
was commissioned to conduct an internal penetration test with the goal 
of locating sensitive data and establishing the ability to exfiltrate without 
triggering security controls. Within three weeks the penetration tester 
had successfully gained access to privileged credentials moving laterally 
within the organization using legitimized credentials and evading detection 
measures in place (Endpoint Protection Platform that included anti-virus, 
anti-malware, data encryption, personal firewalls, IPS, DLP and SIEM 
platform). The results of the test were communicated to the security team, 
and leadership began a search for a solution provider that could both 
enhance behavioral detection and provide the ability to rapidly investigate 
and confirm the threat that facilitated containment before business 
disruption could occur.

After a thorough evaluation of solutions, eSentire esINSIDER was chosen 
due to its ability to complement existing controls. esINSIDER filled a critical 
gap in ability to process and correlate large amounts of east/west data  
utilizing machine learning processes and flag potential malicious behaviors 
without the reliance on signatures or IoCs. Of particular importance to 
the organization is having the information presented in easy to consume 
narrative attack visualizations (ThreatCases®) that accelerate investigation 
and containment timeframes.

TRIGGER EVENTAttack Types:
Malicious Insider

Industry:
Finance

Financial entities and the data within their 
networks represent a lucrative target for 
attackers. Recent studies have shown that 
the financial industry continues to be the 
most targeted with a 3:1 ratio of attacks 
vs. other industries. Due to the sensitive 
nature of data, the per capita cost of each 
record breached is the 2nd highest per 
industry at $206 with average detection and 
containment timeframes increasing to 163 
and 54 days.1 

While preventative controls are necessary 
and to some extent effective, once an 
external threat actor or malicious insider has 
gained a foothold within a network, detection 
of lateral movement using traditional security 
controls becomes challenging. In a recent 
study of small to medium sized organizations, 
61 percent of breaches have been tied 
back to negligent or malicious insiders that 
could have otherwise been prevented with 
security controls designed specifically to 
identify unavoidable malicious behaviors.2 
While 44 percent of organizations say they 
have implemented some form of user or 
entity behavioral monitoring, effectiveness 
remains in question with 90 percent of 
those organizations reporting they are still 
vulnerable to an insider attack.3

1 Ponemon Institute, “2018 Cost of a Data Breach Study”
2 Ponemon Institute, “2018 State of Cybersecurity in Small & 
Medium Size Businesses”
3 Cybersecurity Insiders: 2018 Insider Threat Report



Within a couple days of esINSIDER’s deployment, machine 
learning processes that correlate network norms to continuous 
feeds across NetFlow, DNS and proxy data identified potential 
malicious activity.

THE INCIDENT: ELUSIVE INSIDER IDENTIFIED 

ThreatCases®
ThreatCases® are actionable maps of campaigns already unfolding inside your network. ThreatCases® provide your team and the 
eSentire Threat Hunting Team the information they need to act quickly and stop adversaries. 

00:00:00
ThreatCases® Generated and Investigation Begins

esINSIDER automatically created a ThreatCase® that 
identified the involved hosts and concerning network 
activity. While the data movement was neither significant in 
size nor outside of business hours, the activity matched two 
fundamental behaviors adversaries must take to execute an 
attack and was linked by a single suspicious host.

Collection: Data movement between the hosts was 
unusual and unique to the network’s 200,000 hosts.

Exfiltration: The malicious host was also identified 
sending a relatively small volume of data, during 
normal business hours, to a third-party cloud-based 
storage site. This external site was benign, and data 
movement to and from it did not trigger any rules on 
the client’s EDR platform or firewall.

eSentire Threat Hunting Team begin investigation of the 
potential malicious insider to confirm malicious intent. By 
reviewing specific pieces of evidence that esINSIDER 
identified as having an elevated business risk due to their 
anomalous and linked nature, analysts quickly understand 
the threat narrative.

00:17:28
Confirmation and Containment

The data from esINSIDER allowed eSentire’s threat analysts 
and the client’s security team to co-manage the response. 
The activity was confirmed as a malicious insider, with 
the host contained and the employee’s Active Directory 
credentials suspended while further investigation was 
conducted.

12:06:22
Further Forensic Investigation

Utilizing forensic details from esINSIDER and working with 
the client’s internal security and IT teams, further forensic 
evidence determined the behavior and activity between 
hosts (internal and external) was present months before 
esINSIDER had been deployed. Details on the data being 
captured and exfiltrated by the malicious insider were found 
to be intellectual property that violated non-disclosure 
agreements.

• The malicious insider was immediately terminated and 
referred to law enforcement

• The external site being used as a destination for 
exfiltration of company-sensitive data was black-listed

• eSentire analysts provided the client security team with 
recommendations for network hardening against insider 
malicious activity including implementation of MFA, 
improvements in DLP and tuning thresholds in IDS/IPS to 
better identify exfiltration to unapproved third parties

POST INVESTIGATION

Whether your data is on-premise, in the cloud or somewhere 
in between, eSentire esINSIDER evolves with the requirements 
of your modern hybrid IT environment to illuminate advanced 
persistent threats and malicious insiders that evade traditional 
detection technologies.

Using industry leading machine learning algorithms, esINSIDER 
automatically maps and continuously redefines situational 
awareness of the network norm that facilitates continuous 
understanding of your environment. esINSIDER looks deep 
within your network for entities exhibiting characteristics that 
match attack chain stages no threat actor can avoid. From 
internal reconnaissance to data collection and exfiltration, attack 
stages are mapped to hosts that exhibit potential malicious 
behaviors.

These attack stages are visualized with the involved suspicious 
hosts and relevant network activity in a ThreatCase®, an 
automatically created investigatory space that facilitates threat 
context, confirmation and containment performed by eSentire 
threat analysts. As a co-managed model, your organization has 
complete access to all ThreatCases® and the support of the 
esINSIDER team to understand both the attack and ways to 
harden your network.

esINSIDER



eSentire is the largest pure-play Managed Detection and Response (MDR) service provider, keeping 
organizations safe from constantly evolving cyberattacks that technology alone cannot prevent. Its 24x7 
Security Operations Center (SOC), staffed by elite security analysts, hunts, investigates, and responds 
in real-time to known and unknown threats before they become business-distrupting events. Protecting 
more than $6 trillion in corporate assets, eSentire absorbs the complexity of cybersecurity, delivering 
enterprise-grade protection and the ability to comply with growing regulatory requirements. For more 
information, visit www.eSentire.com and follow @eSentire.

http://www.esentire.com
https://twitter.com/eSentire

